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Stan Williams serves as the assistant to the director of the Instructional Services

Center at Lattimore Community College.  His impending meeting with the director,

Joseph Davis, has caused great concern for Mr. Williams.  Williams is to further present

his case for suggesting that the staff would benefit from participating in the staff

development programs sponsored by the Department of Human Services at the college.

Mr. Davis sees such training as a waste of time and wants Mr. Williams to provide

evidence that staff would benefit from such training.  Mr. Davis has repeatedly rejected

most arguments for staff development, and Mr. Williams possesses a lack of confidence

in how he can influence Mr. Davis to change his attitude toward training.

Williams is a change agent in this process, albeit one without much confidence,

and needs to become a “champion” or find one amongst the staff to assist the cause.

Davis is the manager who has a responsibility of overseeing positive productivity and

gains in his department.  Mr. Williams needs to prepare himself by using the Department

of Human Resources, the principles of human resource development, ethics, the precepts

of systems thinking, and the generalizations made via the diffusion of innovations to help

plead his case.

Mr. Williams recognizes the benefits of staff development programs; however, he

needs more time to get ready for his meeting with Davis and should respectfully request

extended time.  In order to prepare for his meeting with Mr. Davis it is important that Mr.

Williams gathers data and evidence of past training and the improvements in productivity

provided by such development.  Williams can also perform a needs analysis to identify

and share system problems or challenges the organization faces and must address how

sustained training can help to meet those needs.  Furthermore, Williams must note the
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strengths of staff members and point out the benefits of building upon staff strengths.

Mr. Williams has a good resource in the Department of Human Services and should

request and enlist their assistance in presenting his case for continued participation in

staff development programs.  Human resource professionals in general are responsible for

“designing and installing an employee involvement system to encourage participation in

performance management,” and these professionals can provide evidence of past

successful development programs especially for a “manager” such as Mr. Davis (Gilley,

Eggland, & Gilley, 2002, p. 123).

Mr. Williams recognizes the uniqueness of each staff member, and upon

identifying their strengths he can utilize these traits as an approach to encourage Mr.

Davis to allow continued training.  Mr. Davis seems to only view staff members as set in

their ways and fails to recognize the benefits of building upon employee strengths.

Gilley, et al. warn, “…firms mistakenly believe that “fixing” weaknesses will make

employees more productive in the short or long term” (p. 37).  As, Gilley, et al. point out,

“One problem with developmental strategies within organizations is that they are in the

business of fixing employees rather than discovering their uniqueness and the things they

do well” (p. 37).  Building on strengths serves as a focus that shifts the attention of trying

to fix weaknesses to building strengths and managing weaknesses (Gilley, et al, p. 37).  It

is paramount that Williams, along with the human resource development professionals he

has access to, encourage Mr. Davis to identify and analyze individual strengths and see

the benefits of building on them via staff development.  As Mr. Williams and the human

resource professionals point out these principles of human resource development they can
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serve as guidelines for Mr. Davis to recognize and follow in the process of staff

development.

Furthermore, Mr. Davis needs to understand that in any case human resource

development professionals are held responsible for learning, but managers are those that

are held accountable for improving employee performance (Gilley et al., p. 31).  Gilley,

et al. believe “that organizations should hold responsible for implementing the learning

process individuals who conduct employee performance reviews, confront poor

performance, ensure employee performance and productivity, answer for employee

productivity declines, or account for organizational failures to meet goals and objectives”

(p. 32).  Hence, managers, such as Mr. Williams and especially Mr. Davis, should carry

the charge of implementing, facilitating, and maintaining individual development.

All of this requires change on the part of Mr. Davis.  Everett M. Rogers states in his

book Diffusion of Innovations:  "the intent of bureaucratic organizations is often to

depersonalize human relationships as much as possible by standardizing and formalizing

them" (Rogers, 2003, p. 404).  This situation is understandable in the fact that if an

organization is to survive it requires a set of standards that leaders and employees must

follow.  However, Rogers refers to the German sociologist Max Weber's "iron cage"

description of bureaucratic organizations, and Weber characterizes these organizations

“by a form of authoritarian control" (Rogers, p. 405). Furthermore,

Rules are made and orders issued by individuals of authority and carried out by

organizational members who accept the system of authority.  At first, this control

system operates in a rational and efficient manner, but the organizational

effectiveness of the bureaucracy is often lost over time.  Rules are enforced
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overzealously and applied to all cases in an impersonal and inappropriate way.

Bureaucratic leaders become impersonal, and the rationality of the system

disappears.  Nevertheless, organization members, trapped in an iron cage of control,

continue to support the bureaucratic authority system.  (Rogers, p. 405)

The idea of being trapped in an iron cage is not a positive approach to the function of an

organization and those that work within it, and the idea does not look outward to the

effects the organization has on the rest of the world.

The set of standards that organizations create to formalize human relationships

require a code of ethics.  In order to do away with the "iron cage" mentality it is

important for organizations to be innovative as to how employees are treated in the

workplace and become aware of the effects the organization has on the environment as a

whole.  Systems thinking is a key process in social and environmental responsibility

(Senge, et al., 1994).  "Systems thinking involves examination of and reflection upon all

aspects of organizational life, such as mission and strategy, structure, culture, and

managerial practices" (Gilley, et al., p. 40).  Furthermore,

Socially responsible companies offer a way to relate work to something outside us,

something bigger than we are or the company is; a way to feel good about the way

we make a living and to actually witness that organizations are part of society, the

environment, and us.  (Hatcher, 2002, pp. 102-103)

Systems thinking and social and environmental responsibility are innovative approaches.

As Rogers also points out, innovations are more successful with the presence of

champions, and these champions are not generally powerful individuals "with a high

office in the organization,” but are generally middle managers that work closely with
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staff (Rogers, pp. 414-415).  In this case it is Stan Williams who sees the effects of the

"iron cage," and if he is a champion he will offer innovations that respect the individual

rights and sensibilities of employees that he comes in contact with.  Williams must

recognize and point out to Mr. Davis that the decisions made within the "iron cage" have

far reaching consequences outside the cage or organization:  on the environment, the

community, and the world as a whole.

Directors like Mr. Williams are the champions in the case of assisting employees

in achieving positive individual and career development.  As managers, Williams and

Davis assist in the management of professional individual development plans, based on

the principles of human resource development that lead to successful organizations.  A

successful organization in today's world should realize that they do not and cannot exist

in an iron cage but must recognize the consequences of their decisions.  The

consequences of decisions begin at an individual level but are maintained by

managers/directors.  These consequences can be positive if careful planning,

implementation, evaluation, and maintenance take place, and Mr. Williams must show

Mr. Davis the consequences of Davis’ position as a manager and how Davis can nurture

or deter the building of a successful organization.

Unfortunately for Mr. Davis he has experienced and/or witnessed poor human

resource development.  Mr. Davis is in a rut, and he feels everyone else around him is in

the same position.  He has either lost vision or never gained sight of what an employee

can become given the opportunities to learn, grow, and succeed.  Mr. Williams seems to

have a vision of helping staff members in developing and becoming better members of

the organization.  If Mr. Williams can effectively share that vision with Mr. Davis it will
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be difficult for Mr. Davis to dismiss staff development, and with the assistance of the

Department of Human Resources Mr. Williams does not have to make his case alone.
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